1. On May 21, Ambassador Hill, the minister, and the political counselor, had lunch with Dr. Ricardo Yoffre, the undersecretary general of the office of the presidency. Given below are the highlights of the conversation.

2. Ambassador Hill opened the conversation by saying that the US was very concerned over the human rights issue, especially in the wake of the Michelini and Gutierrez Ruiz kidnappings. According to Yoffre, Videla and his staff were shocked by the kidnappings and are trying to get to the bottom of the question. Yoffre also said Videla had planned to hold a press conference on Wednesday, May 26, but that this might now be postponed in order to have better hold on the situation and to be able to make a more definitive statement regarding the situation of those who have been detained since March 24. By next week, Yoffre said, it is planned: (a) to release many of those currently detained; (b) to be ready to publish a complete list of those detained (Yoffre noted that although the navy had drug its feet, it has now given Videla a roster of the prisoners being held aboard the ships in the harbor); (c) to be ready to announce speedy trials for those whose investigations are completed; (d) to announce several new measures of 'revolutionary justice' under which those who are known to be guilty of crimes against the state but against whom there is insufficient evidence will be punished by such measures as having their political rights suspended for a number of years.

3. Dr. Yoffre called attention to Videla's recent "opening to the other sectors" under which he has lunched with a number of scientists, writers, and with ex-foreign ministers such as
HIPOLITO PAZ (A PERONIST), MIGUEL ANGEL ZAVALA ORTIZ (ILLIA'S FOREIGN MINISTER), PABLO PARDO AND OTHERS. ALSO AS PART OF THIS "OPENING," VIDELA HAS APPOINTED OSCAR CAMILION (MID) AMBASSADOR TO BRAZIL, AMERICO GHIOLDI (PSD) AMBASSADOR TO SWEDEN, HECTOR HIDALGO SOLA (UCR) AMBASSADOR TO VENEZUELA AND LEOPOLDO BRAVO (BLOQUISTA) TO THE SOVIET UNION. (YOFRÉ SAID THE NEW AMBASSADOR TO WASHINGTON HAD NOT YET BEEN CONFIRMED, BUT THAT A DECISION WOULD PROBABLY BE MADE WITHIN THE NEXT FEW DAYS. HE CONFIRMED THAT ARNOLDO MUSCHEK HAS THE INSIDE TRACK.) YOFRÉ ASKED IF VIDELA'S OPENING HAS BEEN NOTED IN THE UNITED STATES AND BY US NEWSMEN HERE, AND IF SO WHETHER OR NOT IT HAS REASSURED THEM REGARDING THE GOVERNMENT'S MODERATE POLICIES.

4. THE POLITICAL COUNSELOR ANSWERED THAT THE OPENING HAS BEEN NOTED BOTH BY THE EMBASSY AND BY US NEWSMEN. HOWEVER, HE SAID HE DOUBTED NEWSMEN WERE REASSURED AND HE RELATED A CONVERSATION WITH A KEY US JOURNALIST IN WHICH THE LATTER HAD CONCLUDED THAT VIDELA'S LUNCHES WITH REPS OF OTHER SECTORS AND HIS APPOINTMENT OF POLITICAL PARTY FIGURES TO AMBASSADORSHIPS SIMPLY UNDERLINED VIDELA'S OWN MODERATION; IN THE EYES OF THE CORRESPONDENT, THEY DID NOT INDICATE THAT VIDELA COULD CONTROL THE HARDLINERS. THIS, THE POLITICAL COUNSELOR SAID, SEEMS TO BE THE QUESTION FOREMOST IN THE MINDS OF MANY OBSERVERS. EVERYONE RECOGNIZES THAT VIDELA HIMSELF IS A SINCERE, DECENT AND MODERATE MAN, BUT THERE ARE MANY IN THE ARMED FORCES WHO WANT MORE DRAMATIC SOLUTIONS, AND WHO OBVIOUSLY ARE NOT ENTHUSIASTIC OVER VIDELA'S MODERATE APPROACH. CAN HE CONTROL SUCH HARDLINERS?

5. YOFRÉ ADMITTED THAT VIDELA IS HAVING TROUBLE WITH THE HARDLINERS BUT STATED CATEGORICALLY THAT VIDELA CAN AND WILL CONTROL THEM. YOFRÉ NOTED THAT VIDELA'S STYLE IS NOT ONE OF FRONTAL CONfrontATIONS; HENCE, HE IS MANEUVERING BEHIND THE SCENE AND IS WAITING FOR AN APPROPRIATE MOMENT TO ASSERT HIMSELF. HE WANTS TO CONTROL THE HARDLINERS, BUT HE WISHES TO DO SO IN SUCH A WAY AS NOT TO SPLIT THE ARMED FORCES WIDE OPEN.

6. DR. YOFRÉ NOTED THAT THERE ARE TWO DISTINCT COMPLICATIONS IN CHECKING THE HARDLINERS AND IN BRINGING THE HUMAN RIGHTS PROBLEM UNDER CONTROL: (A) THE FIRST IS THAT THE COUNTRY IS IN AN ALL-OUT WAR AGAINST SUBVERSION. IN THE HEAT OF BATTLE THERE WILL INEVITABLY BE SOME VIOLATIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS. AND YOFRÉ WARNED THAT THE GOVERNMENT PLANS TO DRASTICALLY STEP UP ITS CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE TERRORISTS VERY SOONLY. (B) SECONDLY, HE SAID, THERE ARE A NUMBER OF GROUPS WHO ARE OPERATING ON THEIR OWN. VIDELA AND HIS STAFF HAVE NOT YET BEEN ABLE TO DETERMINE WHETHER THESE ROUPS ARE OPERATING FROM WITHIN THE GOVERNMENT OR FROM OUTSIDE. WHATEVER THE CASE, IT IS CLEAR THAT THESE GROUPS ARE OPERATING IN VIOLATION OF THE GOVERNMENT'S POLICIES AND MAY HAVE AS ONE OF THEIR OBJECTIVES TO UNDERMINE THE IMAGE AND POSITION OF THE PRESENT GOVERNMENT (THE SUGGESTION, THEN, IS THAT THEY ARE HARDLINERS WHO WOULD LIKE NOTHING...
IT WAS DOUBTFUL SUCH A GROUP THAT WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MICHELINI KIDNAPPING AND MURDER, YOFRE SAID. HE CONCLUDED THAT THE GOVERNMENT MUST GET TO THE BOTTOM OF THE QUESTION AND BRING SUCH GROUPS UNDER CONTROL.
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8. AMBASSADOR HILL INDICATED THAT RELATIONS BETWEEN OUR TWO GOVERNMENTS ARE EXCELLENT, BUT THAT WE ARE HAVING SOME PROBLEMS OF COMMUNICATION. HE SUGGESTED, THEREFORE, THAT YOFRE MIGHT SERVE A VERY USEFUL PURPOSE IF HE WERE WILLING TO ACT AS A CONDUIT BETWEEN THE EMBASSY AND PRESIDENT VIDELA. WE FREQUENTLY
WISH TO BOTHER THE PRESIDENT HIMSELF. IF WE COULD PASS SUCH
INFORMATION THROUGH YOFRE, AND YOFRE IN TURN COULD PASS TO US
ANY VIEWS OR IMPRESSIONS WHICH THE PRESIDENT WOULD LIKE TO CALL
TO OUR ATTENTION, IT COULD BE MOST HELPFUL.

9. YOFRE AGREED THAT THIS WAS AN EXCELLENT IDEA AND SAID HE WOULD
SUGGEST IT TO PRESIDENT VIDELA IMMEDIATELY. HE NOTED THAT PERHAPS
AS THE FIRST PIECE OF INFORMATION TO PASS THROUGH THE PIPELINE,
THE PRESIDENT WOULD BE INTERESTED IN KNOWING WHETHER OR NOT
GENERAL MOTORS AND CHRYSLER PLAN TO CLOSE DOWN THEIR PLANTS
FOR A PERIOD OF TIME. AMBASSADOR HILL SAID HE WOULD CHECK AND
WOULD HAVE THE POLITICAL COUNSELOR CALL THAT AFTERNOON. (THIS
WAS DONE—NEITHER GENERAL MOTORS NOR CHRYSLER DO PLAN TO CLOSE
THEIR PLANTS, ALTHOUGH THEY MAY HAVE TO LAY OFF SOME WORKMEN).

10. COMMENT: YOFRE IS OBVIOUSLY CONVINCED OF VIDELA’S GOOD
INTENTIONS AND BELIEVES THE LATTER, IN HIS QUIET AND UNASSUMING
WAY, WILL BE ABLE TO CONTROL THE HAWKS AND GUARANTEE THE SURVIVAL
OF THE MODERATE LINE. PERHAPS. HOWEVER, UNLESS VIDELA IS
ABLE VERY QUICKLY TO STOP THE SORT OF DEATH-SQUAD ACTIVITIES
SUCH AS THE MICHELINI KIDNAPPING AND MURDER, MOST OBSERVERS WILL
CONCLUDE THAT HE HAS LOST CONTROL OF THE SITUATION, AND HIS
IMAGE WILL SUFFER AN IRRETRIEVABLE LOSS. IT MAY WELL BE THAT HIS
HARDLINE ENEMIES MURDERED MICHELINI WITH THE PRIMARY
PURPOSE OF EMBARRASSING PRESIDENT VIDELA. BUT THAT IS ALL THE MORE
REASON FOR VIDELA TO WISH TO BRING THEM IN LINE. INDEED, HE MUST
BRING THEM UNDER CONTROL OR THEY WILL VERY LIKELY DO IN HIS GOVT.
HILL.